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The disparity between the available knowledge of ttl" reiponse of multi--degree of freedom systems to various
excit..-tions and the childlike trust of some practitio,",rs in ttl. single·degree model is only one example of
tile gap between theory and practice. Tile blame i. not entirely with the practitioner, who cannot be
expected to devote time to reading papers and attending conferences that so often turn out to be little more
than vehicles for theoretical and mathematical showmanship. We need more P<lpers describing worthwt.ile
applications of theory in engineering practice and more tutorial and refresller courses and publications.
An almost barren area of tile mechanical vibration field is that which sllould Ilave yielded a crop of
A ... ,tralian standard specifications. Wllile aco ... sticians on tile SAA committees have been working vigorouslY
to meet Australian needs, mechanical people have done little more tllan maintain a watching brief on the
documents prepared by the industrious ISO Technical Committee 108 on mechanical vibration and shock.
I hope the newly constituted SAA committee ME/41 on mecllanical vibration will remedy tllis.
In writing this editorial for the Australian Acoustical Society the tIlought has occurred to me: tIlere i. no
Auuralian Vibration Society nor i. there an Acoustic and Vibration Society ot Australia. Should tIlere
be one? The situation at present is that mechanical vibration people are well catered tor in conferences,
worbhops, and publications at the Institute of Engineers, Australia. througll its Vibration and Noise Panel
of the National Committee_on Applied Mecllanics. Many vibration and acoustical people enjoy the
benefits of membership in bom AASand I.E. Aust. I cannot see a need tor an independent Vibration
Society.
In concluding, let me say a word of appreci..-tion of the friendly COllaboration that colleagues and I at
NML have enjoyed o~er the year. with members of AAS in technical consultations, in conferences of AAS
and IE Aust, and in tile development of tile Acoustic and Vibration Measurement field of the National
Association of Testing Authorities.

JOSEPH A. MACINANTE
Honorary Senior Research Fellow
National Measurement Laboratory

NEWS &

NOTES

BOWING OUT
rhis is the final iSlue of The Bulletin that we will be
edltlnq Fo,- three yeilrs, as of tile beginning of 1979,
editOrial responsIbIlIty for The Bulletin will be taken by
the Victorian Divisioll of the Societv.
We would like to take this opportunity to say that
we have enjoyed editing The Bulletin. Ws hope that you
have enjoyed readillg itand that it has been of some interest
and value to you. We would also like to apologise for the

delavs in pubhcation over the last 18 months.
Finally we would like to wish our colleague, in
Victoria (especially Robin Alfredson, who will take editorial
responsibilitV for the firstyearl, all the best and urge you,
as a reader, to also become a contributor, whether il be in
the form of a letter, paper, snippet of information or
~nythjng e!se.
FERGUS FRICKE
RICHARD HEGGIE
JOHN IRVINE
TED WESTON

(Editorial Committee)

NEW ADDRESS FOR THE BULLETIN
As of the ht of J"nuary 1979 the Editoria! Address
for Tile Rullftin will be
Australian Acoustical Society Bulletin
National Science Centre
191 Royal Parade
Parkville, VICTORIA 3052

AUSTRALIAN NOISE NEWSLETTER
The first number of the Australian Noise Newsletter
will be issued in December 1978 and contain information
for Australian residents on community noise problems. It
will contain news, comments, facts, research result. and
advice on acoustical problems.

'NOT ALL AS IT SOUNDS'
Caleb Smith
(Unofficial Historian of the Australian Acoustical Society)
Rome, Autumn, 20BC

It w~s there, some hours latar, that Laurcntiusfound
the Imperial Architect,

h no time the Minstr"1 Players, responding to the
warmed atmosphere, we(e playing superbly,

people present seemed to make a diffurence. BlIt they
could not agree on any suitabl~ size of room of on the
optimum number of people.
To make his task a little easier, Marcus Vitruvious
indicated to each of them the potential bu.iness that could
ultimately be gained by solving this problem together
He revealed none of the fear of his own fate if he failed in
his task.
In order to carry out the tests he had in mind,Marcu5
required a room that echoed and revuberated to the sound
of speech. There he would lJ$e all manner of materials,
furniture. fabrics, people and apparel in order to quell the
echo and thereby clarify the Emperor's speech.
He chose the room carefully, finally selecting the
banquet hall at the VUla Farnesina. He measurlld the walls
and floor, calCUlating the surface areas and volume of the
room. He began his first'eries of tests using the poets and
rhetoricians who uiually frequented the halls of the
Imperial Bath House.
Marcus had arranged for a number of institute
studenu to score their subjective impressions on the clarity
of speech white the rhetoricians harangued the walls and
the poets endeavoured to placate them. He fuen called on
LaurentiLlS to provide as many mannequins as possible,
having them dress in clothing ranging from the flilTl'lie.t
voile to the heavieot of wool fabrics. The institute was able
to provide one hundred students as extras to Laurentius'
regular mannequins.
The tests began with the hall empty, then increasing
the number$ of mannequins all dressed in the flimsiest
summer clothing, untiT the hal! was crowded. Laurenlius
endeavoured to keep his mind on the task of observing the
acoustical effects of the hall,·the speech and tne manne·
quins iJ"l spite of the distractions.
When the tests had been repeated with the mannequins wearing heavier clothing, Mucus and Laurentius
noted from the student>' score sheets, that after the first
groups of mannequins spread around the room the clarity
of speech did not improve. They coocluded that the sound
was being effectively controlled, except for the space overhead where the sound was continuing to reverberate.
In an effort to control this area of concern, Marcus
had workmen construct tiered \ranles along one wall.
When the mannequini arranged themselves 011 the trestles
and about the floor arsa, the raveroeration disappeared and
the speech was clear although difficult to hear, awey from
thesp"oker_
The tests were becoming laborious and tedious.
Marcus decided he would think the matter over a little
further .0 Laurentius dismissed hiS mannequins for the
evening leaving their extra clothing on the trestles for
furth.rtests.
Marcus paced up and down the hall mutt~ring to himself about the problem. Calling to his companion that the
time would be better spent in the tovern, he suddenly
realised that not only did Laurentius hear him but the
sound was clear and without echo. That was it. The manna
quins had absorbed too much of the round - their clothing
was all that was required.
Thinking back through the earlier tests, Marcus now
knew the answer to the problem - people on the floor,

fabric on the walls. Tomorrow they would prove it with
a new series of tests.
Slowly, Laurentlus began tovisuolisethehugebuslness
potential that Marcus had predicted. With their success
assured they repeired to the tavern.
The series of tests were almost complete and both
Laurentius and Marcus hoped they would never have to
linen to a poet or rhetorician again. The final tests would
be on the assesoment of music. However, contrary to expectations, the testi did not go as planned. It was exam
time for many of the stlJdents, both mannequins and
scorers, and they did not·arrive at the banquet hall until
quite late in the day. When they heard the mu~ic they
believed it was celebration time.
It did not take long for Laurentius and Marcus to
realise that the tests had come to an end, for the time
being, at least. No manner of persuasion could turn the
students away from their frivolities. Entering into the
spirit of the occasion, they sent a messenger to Barry
Helmholtz to bring wine, food and friends and come to the
party. The poets and rhetoricians soon heard of the fes
tivitiesand they too arrivea. The party continued well into
the night with musicanddancing.ltwBS a congenial Condusion to a very absorbing series of tests.
Summer,1gBC
Laurenti!!s Hagvoldus stood in the arcade entranc~ to
his Toga Salon idly arrangingsomecolouredfabriosaround
the portico hoping that the striking colours would attract
the attention of the passing citi~ens. Business had been
brlSk, duting the Autumn and Winter months,. but now the
heat of summer was upon the city few patrons ventured out
during the day.
The fashions were cl1anging. He noted many of the
maidens, once eager 19 show off their figure!! with dose
fitting or girdled robes now ab~ndoned these for the one
piece caftan of the lightest cloth. The fabric flowed fr%ly
abotrt their bodies for the faintest breeze to release the
entrapped heat and provide cooling ralief. Togas were
becoming Shorter too. Soon, he thought, these maidens will
be wearing short tunios. He mentally noted th~t he would
dress one of his mannequins in a short 'skin' tunic to see if
the idea was worth pursuing. The lightly clad vibrating
tig·ures hurried past him to their pla.ces of work in the
Fort.lm and Laurentius' thought> stitred with enthusiasm.
Maidens with short skirts, he mused.

AUSTRALIAN ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE 1978

To Transfer of Levies to ICA
Bulletin Expenses
Legal Expenses
Subscriptions INCE
Postages, Stationery. Typing
Travelling Expenses
BallkFees
Audit Fee
Registered Office Fees

1690.00
1785.60
67.45
143.14
39.36

2480.00
2220.00

45.00
429.50
4715.05
998.95

NET SURPLUS FOR YEAR

Accumulated Funds
Balance ~s at 30th June 1977
Add Surplus for year

By Sustaining Members
ICALevies
Special Levies on Divisions

Commercial Banking Co. of Sydney
Crows Nest

661.34
998.95

Sundry Creditor - Bulletins

1035.60

I report mat I have examined the recOl"ds of the Australian Acoustical Society for the year ended 30th June 1978, and
in my opinion the above Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure Account are properly drawn up so as to give a
true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Society.
Signed F. J. MORTON
Registered under the Public AccountanlS
R~istration Act, 1945, as amended

20th July 1978

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNCIL TO THE
EIGHTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
SEPTEMBER 1ST, 1978

There have been two meetings of Council lthe minimum
prescribed by the Articles) during the past year. Thll$e were
held in Perth lin September 1977) and in Melboume l25th
and 26th February 1978). A further meeting planned to be
held in Adelaide in May 1978 was cancelled because of the
absence O\lerseas of the President and others at thaT time.
Urgent business since the February meeting has been con·
ducted by mail.
10TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
ACOUSTICS
During the year Council formally appointed its organizing
committee for the 10th I.C.A., with Mr. J. Rose as ct1air·
man and the powers and obligations of the committee

lknown as the AAS/ICA Executive Committee) have been
Satellite symposia will be held in Perth. W.A., and Adelaide,
S.A. During the year the Victoria Division withdrew its
offer to hold a satellite symposium in Melbourne.
It is likely that the International Union of Pure and Applied
win appoint an Australian member of the Inter·
national Commission for Acoustics at its Plenary Meeting in
Stockholm in September 1978, because of the need for the
Commission to maintain close contaC"l with the AAS during
the planning and running of the 10th I.C.A.*
Ph~ics

3.1 Numbers. The total membership has experienced e
net increase of 8 during the past year to give a total of 373
at 20th August 1978. A further 6 membership applications
are currently under consideration by Council's Standing
Committee on Membership.

3.2 Fellows. The Society presently hes only one Fellow,
although it is cO!1sidered that there are additional members
eligible for election to this grade. The matter has been the
subject of lively discussions for several years but some
members belielll! that the conditions for election to the
grade. as prescribed by the Articles make the selection of
Fellows unnecessarily diffic"lt. Council considers that the
issues sho ... ld be decided by the general membership and a
document proposing changes to the Articles, together with
arguments for aMI agaillst the proposal, will be submitted
to all members in the near futtJre. The matter will subsequell~y be decided by a vote of members at a General
Meeting of the Society.
3.3 Federal Membership Committee. The nineteenth
meeting of Council set up e standing Federal Membership
Committee the Chairman of which will have the option of
endorsing new applications (in straigllt·forward cases) or of
referring them to the full Membership Committee for con
side ration. The subseq>.tent treatment of Applications
endorsed by the Chairman of the Membership Committee
will ensure that the time required to process them will be
substantially reduced ru; compared with that required by
the previous proced ... re. CounCil has appointed Mr. P.
Dubout Chairman of the Committee.
BULI.ETlN

other commitments on members of the Subeommittee.
Consequently. although adequate editiorial material and
advertising has been available, issues following ttle June
1977 issue ~Vol. 5 No. 21 have 5uff1tred significant delays.

As the B... lletin has re<:eived a gratifying acceptance from
AAS members and other subscribers, means are being considered by the Society to relieve the current·difficulties in
its editing and production. The Victoria Division is exam·
ining the possibility of undertaking the primary Bulletin
responsibilities and the practicability of engaging sup
plementary professional assistance in production and dis·
tribution is under consideration by the Council.
REGISTERED OFFICES OF THE SOCIETY

After incorporation of the Society in 1971, the Company
was registered in all States except Queemland, and regis
tered in A.C.T. aod N.T. However during recent years it
has been found to be unnecessarily·expensive. in view of
the advantages gained. 10 retain the registrations in the
Territories. Accordingly, Council has decided to withdraw
those registrations and this was done during the second
Quanerof 197B.
On behalf of the Council.
D. A. GRAY, GENERAL SECRETARY.

The AAS Bulletin hru; been. so far, produced on a q"arterly
basis by the N.S.W. Division's Publicity Subcommittee
Howeller that Subcommittee has had difficulties in keeping
up with publication deadlines as a result of preSS(lre ot

• Jack Rose has now been appointed the Australian Member
of the InternatiOnal CommiSSion for Acoustics. Ed.

THE AUTHORS
MARSHALL HALL

MS N. CONSTANT

Dr. Hall is a senior re.earch scientist in the Ocaan
Sciences Group at the R.A.N. Research Laboratory
(RANRLl. Sydney. He joined RANRL in 1967, after one
year as a high school mathematics teacher in Western
Australia. He was awarded a Ph.D. by the University of
N.s.W. in 1974. His thesis. "Aspects of Acoustic scattering
in the Ocean", was based mainly on researCh carried out with
RANRL under joint SlJpervision. Ha is currently studying
the affects of surface roughness and volume inhomogeneities
on underwater sound propagation. The wo,"" involves
regular participation in oceanographic cruises, and Dr.
Hall has passed through most of Australia's seaports. as
well as Noumea and Jekarta.

Ms N. Constant is a research assistant and draftsman
in The Environmental Design Section of the Western
Australian Public Works Department. She was responsible
for the detailed construction design of the ceiling described
in "Development of a Sound Absorbing and Attenuating
Ceiling".

N. GABRIELS
Mr. N. Gabriels i~ an architect and environmentalist
wo,""ing in the Environmental Design Section of the Western
Australian Public Works Department. He has had extensive
experience in hospital design and construction, and has
recently become a Member of the Australian Acoustical
Society.

N. L CARTER
Norman Carter joined the National (the ... Commonwealth) Acoostic Laboratories soon after graduation as
B.A. (Hons.) in 1956. For four years he was engaged in
Clinical audiology and research. From 1960 to 1962, while
on reave of absence from CAl. he worked as a research
associate with Dr. Karl Kryter at Bolt. Beranek and Newman
Inc. in Boston. U.S.A. From 1962 tie has carried out
psychoacoustic research, since 1966 as head of NAL's
psychoacoustic research section, and in 1972 gained the
degree of M.A. with first class hOlloursin psycholoQyfrom
Sydney University. Norm. who is at present studying full
time at Sydney University under a Public Service Soard
Postgraduate scholarship, is also an accomplished violinist
and holder of the diploma of Associate ill Music, Australia.

CONFERENCE & SYMPOSIUM
ANNOUNCEMENTS
INTER NOISE 79

The text of the abstract should be 400 words in length,
induding equations and rcferences.

English will beth" wo,king language for presentation
and all Pflnted records
SPONSORSHIP

INVITED AND CONTRIBUTED PAPERS, ABSTRACTS
Contribution on the following topics have

be~n

sel

"cted forlhe technical program"

,.
8.

9.

"n
Ab,tracts should be informative rather Ihan descrip
tiveandbetypeddouble-spacedonslandardletterpaper.

GENERAL ENQUIRIES

INTER·NOISE 79
IPPT·PAN
UI. SWIETOKRZYSKA 21
00-049 WARSZAWA, POLAND

tlITIHS
Dear Sir,

Dear Sir,
I am interested in working in Austr.lia in the field of
8cousticsand noise control.

Sincerely
DAVID ALAN BIES

EVEN MORE ON WIRES AND NETTING
Dear Sir,

Your5sincerely,
DAWN L POWELL, B.Tech, M.I.O.A

It turned out that the Mayor had suggested the
netting for the Mayoral Ball ... to hold balloons in. The

Editor: Full Curriculum Vita. ava;!able

balloon. had been taken down but the netting. being al·
most invisible, had been left up. for future occasion.,
Yourslaithfully,
FERGUS FRICKE

SOME INTRIGUING ASPECTS OF UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
MARSHALL HALL
R.A.N. Research Lilboratory
P.O. Box 706, DilrlJnghllrst, N.S.W. 2010
Paper presented to a meeting of the Victorian Division of the Australian Acoustical
SQCietyon 8June, 1918.

The three main fields of underwarer acoustics are propagation, scattering, and
ambient noise. Aspect!! of each of these fields are disr:ussed, with a view to emphas'
izing the surprising nature of some of the result!! that have been obtain~d, and also
to explain why cerwin problems have not been $o/ved, The topics covered include:
cut·off frequency; suriace-ductpropaglJtion; chemical absorption,' wrface scattering;
scatfering by bubbles and fish bladders, deep scattering layers;and wind1JfH'erated
ambi~nt

noise.

Sound Wdve, ",e u,ed jnr exploring the ocean medium
ottclluatcrJ far less than any type of
,"dlatioll. Even so,the oooan is far from

and <erllment,cause ,l)w'tdenergy to be reflected in
v"rwus directions, and "nail inhomogeneititis in the ocean
cil"", Jportm"ol thc sounrl energy that may be travelling
in a beam to scatter in all directions. Moreover, iust as it is
sometimes difficult to listen tn a particular sound in air
because 01 background noises. il is occasionally difficult 10
hear import~"t underwater wunds for the .amo reason.

VJri"lions of sou ... d·,pc~d with horizorttal
n"yiiyible. an<i the IllBdlum i5 5<lid to be

The cut-off frllqui!ncy Is given by
4C o

fo ~ Hl1

CO~/Cll] 112

As C, approaclles"", fo approaches

(f)

:!f9
H

Curves of fc as a function of H, for values of Co/C, ~
0.7 and 0.9, are shown in Fig. 1 by the cash~d cUrl/es labell·
ed n ~ .7 and n ~ .9. The cut·off frequency decreases as the
ratioofth!>ound ... peedsdecraases.
The second example, which is applicable to propaga'
tion in a surface isothermal mixed layer, comprises a
surface layer in whicl1 the sound speed increases linearly
with depth, below which is an infinite hBlf·space in which
the sound-speed approaelles zero at infinite depth. This
layer is a duct because sound Is refracted upwards by the
positive wund-speed gradient and is reflected downwards
a.tthe water/air boundary. Thecut·offfrequency is given by
f

0

c

-'-""-

lSV2H

is"l'"
L9HJ

(2)

where Co isthewrfacesound-speedand g is the sound-speed
gradient in the duct
For an isothermal wrface-duct (g ~ 0.016!s), the
values of fo as a function of H are shown by the solid cur\!e
in- Fig. 1. fo is proportional to H-Jr.! for the refractive duct,
whereas it was proportional to H- 1 for the reflective duct.
This effe.;t occurs because for a given g, the ratio of the
sound-speeds Co and C(Hjdecreases as H increases. If we set

in eqn (1), we obtain the dashed curve labelled n ~ 1 - gH/c
in Fig. 1 for fo as a function of H. On comparing this curve
with the curve of eqn [2}. we see that for fixed minimum
and maximum sound speeds the cut·off frHqU9ncy of a duct
between two reflecting boundaries is less th~" that of a
duct which has only one reflecting boundary.
Effect of surface-roughne" OIl IIIrface·duct prGpagation
Sound-speed profiles measured during a particular
surface-duct propagation experiment are mown in Fig. 2
[numerals indicate horizontal range from receiving posi·
lion in kilometres). Also shown are the source depth (tI!,
and the depths of the two recei~ers fo and x!.
The sea·surface is moderately rough [swell-height
12 m, wind'wa~o height 0.3 m, RMS slope 0.21. The varia·
tion of the surface-duct thickness with horizontal range is
small in mis case, and is not expected to ha~e any measura·
able effect on the sound field.TheexperimentalresultsfOf
acoustic prop!IQation loss are shown in Fig. 3 (frequencies 8
and 16 kHz] and Fig. 4 (frequencies 1, 2 and 4 kHz). Also
shown are normal-mode theoretical ClJrves.applicable to the
sound-speed profile as measured (Normal-mode theory is
~alid if the sea-surface is smooth).
There is reasonable iI!Ireement between theory and
experiment at the lower frequencies, but at the highest
frequency (16 kHz), the experimental reSl.llts show little
agreement witll the theory. The in·duct results are Bttenuated by about lOdB, whereas the below·duct results are

attenuated at short range, but become stronger than the
theoretical prlldictions as the re.;eiver passes into the
shadow zone (at range 5.4 km!. These effects are attributed
to surface scatterirlg, because the surface roughness is the
only significant feilture of the environment that is not
taken into account by normal-mode theory. Thii theory
cannot he used directly when the surface isrough,because
the sound-speed is then a (non-separable) function of range
as well as of depth; the wave equation, a partial differential
equation, cannot be separilted into ordinary differential
equations. (Approximate solutions are being produced by
treating the surface roughn",s as a perturbation of the flatsurface mode!.). Nor can If'" "ray approximation" be used
directly, because the horizontal distance between point£at
which rays are muitiply·scattered. due to upwards refrac·
tion, is small for ~ome rays. When this ("skip") distance is
comparable with the correlation distance of the boundary
roughneSi, the standard seattering. models are no longer
applicable. An approximate solution could be produced by
assuming that there is no diff"se scattering of the.e parti·
cular rays (which do strike the ,urface at grazing angles
smaller than those of any of the othar rays).
Absorption
Absorption is defined as the attenuation of sound due
to properties intrinsic to the medium. [Attenuation due to
the effects of inhomogeneities is termed "scattering".J
Empirical cUrl/es for absorption in sea·warer, at frequenciBli
ranging from 0.5 to 40 kHz, are mown in Fig. 5. At frequencies above· about 8 kHz, absorption is due to relaxation
mechanisms of dissolved magnesium sulphate ions (relaxation time i. about 8 p.s). At lower frequencies, relaxation
of boron iOI15 is predominant. This effect occurs (in spite of
the fact that the ratio of concentrations of boron compounds to magnesium sulptlate is O!1ly 1%), because tile
relaxation time of the boron iOnl is about 1 mi.
The concentration of boron ill sea-water does not
vary significantly aroulld the world,butthaconcentrations
of the ions which "relax" are influenced by the pH of the
water. pH does vary from one ocean to another. as can be
seen in Fig. 6. Atheoretica! eurve for absorption by boron
ions as a function of pH, together with experimental
results obtained in various ocean areas, is shown in Fig. 7.
The agreement is good except with one measurement made
in a low pH region.
The absorption coefficients at low freque.ncie. are
~ery small, and propagation over large distances is necessary
in order to obtain accurate measurements. It is only witf1
the discovery in the last few years that boron ions do have
a relaxation time of about 1 rns, that such experimental
result> are being generally accepted as measurements of
genuine absorption.
The concentration of boron in sea·water is extremely
smal! (about 26 mg of boric acid in 1 tonne of sea-water!,
and yet this elament has a measurable effect on longdiitance sound propagation. Furthermore this effect is
often greater than that due to other (easily-measurable)
feature~ of ilie ocean, such a:; small'5Cllle fluctuations in
thesound-speed profile.

Surf_Roughness
Whef\ a sound beam is incident on a randomly rough

~urf~ce or boundary of the m~dium. the re~ult is ~ coherent
beam reflected in the specular direction together with a
radiation of diffuse energy in a (generally broad) beam
pattern. This radiation of diffuse energy is termed surface
scattering, and the component radiated backwards along
the path of the incident beam isWrmed"back-scattering".
Its practical significance is that il causes "reverberation",
or unw~nt~d signals masking reflected signals of interest.
Consider the theoretical and experimental reo;uits for backscatq,ring from the ocean sea suriace, shown in Fig. 8. In
this example the rough surface has an RMS elevation of
0.15 m and an AMS slope of .2, and the acoustic wa~e
length is 0.4 m. These parameters were choson so that the
fin;t·order KirChhoff theory would be ~alid at grazing angles
of up to 30 degree" and also that the (equally simple)
asymptotic form of the Kirchhoff theory would be valid
for grazing angles of 45 to 90 degrees. (The Kirchhoff
theory 'is popular because it is comparatively simple. It
assumes that the sound field and its gradient at any point
on the rough s"rface are the same as jf the only surf~ce
presenlwere~flatplarietangentialtothepointinquestion.J

At small grazing angles, the Kirchhoff theory predicts a
scattering strength. of abo"t -30 d8 [so!id curve), to which
a shadowing correction is applied (dotted curve). The
measured ~alues ore 10 to 20 d8 weaRer than these theoreti·
cal ~al"es, ond this res"lt illustrates the adequacy of the
Kirchhoff prediction. The main problem is th.at the
Kirchhoff model requires that the rough s"rfa"" have large
radii of curvat"re everywhere. whereas the crest!; of S9a·
wav~ (in particular) have very small tadii. However there is
no<mooel available at present forscattaring from a randomly
rough surface, that yields good agreement with experiment
over a wide range oi conditions.
Free Gas Bubbles
If small inhomo!!"neities are placed in a sound beam,
the main effect is that each inhomogeneity radiates sound
as if it were a source. This proces~ is called scattering. If
the radius of th!,! inhomogeneity is much smaller than the
acoustic wa~elen9th, tha scattering is omni-directional.
The stnlngth of the scattering from an inhomogeneity
incraasos with increa,ing "mismatch" of the acoustic
impedances of the inhomogeneity and the s"rrounding
medi"m.
The most important type of inhomogeneity in sea
water is the gas bubble. either fre~ or enclosed in a fish
swim-bladder. Gas bubbles have a low aco"stic impedance
and are efficient sc<rtterers of sound - and spectra of
scattering by bubbles show that each bubble has a reson'
ancefrequency.
The pressure"~mplitude (p) and phase (4)) sPectra of
sound SC<Ittering by a bubble are shown in Fig.9 [top right·
hand corner). The resonance frequency is given by
f, ~

i;;

i3-yPo/pl In

is bubbler~dius
is ambienthyd'ostaticpressurn
js density of s1!rrounding medium
-y
is the r~tio of specific heats of the b",bble gas
(-YPo is the bulk modul"s oi the gas in thebubbleJ.

where a
Po
p

The rnsonancefreq"ency of a b"bble ~~ a f"nction of bubble
radius, for 2 val"es of hydrostatic pressure (or depth below
the surface), is shown i{1, Fig. 9. 8ubbles exist in the sea.

close to the surface, mainly as a .result of surface waves
breaking. The most common radii of these ambient bubbles
is 60 to 100 /J., and the resonance frequency of these
[typical) bubbles is 30 to 50 kHz.
The effect of ambient bubbles on sound transmission
at frequencies of 30 to 50 kHz is that a sound beam will be
attenuated as partoi its energy isscaltered in alldirectiom.
Fish Ga&-Bladden;
MallY species of marine fish possess 9as·filled "swimbladders". Data from experiments to determine the reson
ance frequencies of particular gas·bladders, and of the fish
and gas·bladder combination, are shown in Fig. 10.ln these
experiments, the target is placed in a steady sound field
(whose frequency is slowly varied) and the toral sound
pressure (incident plus scattered) close to the surface of the
target is measured. At high frequencies. there is partial
destr"ctive interference between the incident and scattered
waves (4) = 180° and p. < Pil. The sharp minimum occ"n;
at the frequency where p. = Pj (and4>"" 180°).
The isolated gas·bladder has a higher 0 than the intact
fish·with·bladder; this effect is due to the relatively high
"viscosity" of the fish tissue.
Peep Scattaring layars
Acoustic scattering layers,bothdeepandshallow.~re
widespread in all of the world oceans. An example of a
layer, and its variation with time of day, is shown in Fig. 11
Part of the layer descends during the early daylight hours
from the surface to daptlls of several hundred metres. and
returns to the surface region towards sunset. This behaviour
is the same as that of many species of mesopeJagic fish and
the larger species of zoo·plankton. Most mesopelagic fish
have gas·filled swim-bladders; and the mmt common
acoustic resonance frequency of these bladders is about
5kHz.

The effect of th~e relati~ely strong scattering objects
distributed through the volume of tile ocean is to cause
"volume reverberation", appearing as an unwanted return
signal when an active sonar beam is used. In this way the
return signals of interest may be masked and escape de-

noise

The oceafl is a noisy environment and the type of
classified as:
wind dependent
biological and
[ship) traffic

~re

The significanCil of ambient noise is that It determin~s
the background leval against which radiated noise from
target·vehicles is to be detected (by "passive" sonars)
8iological and troffic noise are straightfolWard in
concept (although difficult to predict accurately). whereas
the basic mechanisms of wind'llependent noise have yet to
be explained.
Empirical spectra of wind-dependent noise in
Australian waters for several wind-speeds are shown in
Fig. 12. These le~els,are too high to be explained by pres·
ently available theo,;es of noise generation by wind-dri'ven

turbulellCe. At the low wind-~peeds, the spectra contain a
broad peak at about 500 Hz, and there is probably another
peak at a low frequency (of the order of 10 Hz or less).
It is p05Sible. altho[19h it remains to be demonstrated, that
the low·frequency peak would be associated with the Conventional spectrum of the sea-iurface roughness, which
peaks at frequencies of 0.5 to 1 Hz. The relationship
cannot be one of simple proportionality, because the
roughness spectra at high frequencie.are independent of
wind-spead (the phenomenon of "saturation" of capillary
Wal/e!;).

Other than the low·frequency surface-roughness
spectrum, the only spectrum with a peak. that is known to
occur mrtl.lrally in the ocean, is the distribution of sizes
(alld hence of resonance frequencies) of air bubbles that we
have alluded to in the section on >eattering. The only peak>
of these spectra are at frequencies of 30 to 50 kHz, and it is
possible that wind-dependent noise may possess some interesting properties at these frequencies. So far, however.
mearurementshavebeenspar>e.
The question that remains is: what causes the peak in
the wind·dependent ambient noise at 500 Hz?

Wind-depelldont sea-noise at frequencies above. say,
100 Hz is louder than Can be explained by present theories.
Itis not known how there can be a peak in thaspecttllm at
about 500 H2.
It is hoped that the foregoing discussion of some
aiiPects of what is a complex assembly of interrelated effects
has intere.ted the non-marine scientist. There are many
analogies between the problems of ullderwater acomti<:s
and those of fields such as raclartransmission or airborne
acoustics. Much striking won: has been done, and more
remains to be done.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SOUND ABSORBING AND ATTENUATING CEILING
N. I. GABRIELS & N. CONSTANT

A sound absorbing and attfmuatingceiling h~s been developed for uS/! in
hOsPiflJJ buildings Its room·to·mom sound attenuation and single ceifing sound insertion loss properties wera measurad, and the rasults
eva/(l8tf!d for sPeech privacy end attenWation of noise from above
coiling noises.

perti",
The areas 01 concern in redesigning the metal·pan
ceilingwere:-

iol

Maintaining

thc

ab50rption

properties;

Ib)

lei

Maintaining
b;lil\l.

th~

structural performance and acce,s;

To achieve an STC of not less th~n 40, the ceiling
sy,tem was designed with the following construG1ion

face of the zinc annealed sheet, and filled with two 25 mm
thick layer. offibreglass of 40-48 kg/m' density (two layers
were selected rather_ than one for ease of construction),
All edges of the panel were to be rebatted and to incorporate a 12 mm x 3 mm non·interconnecting foam seal to
maintain the sound transmission loss properties of the panel
at its junctions. (See Figure 1 for construction details,)
The support syst2m was 10(:on5istof a 38mm x 25mm
aluminium box section, filled with plaster, suspended by
means of a threaded rod. Perimeter support was to be by
means of an aluminium angle_

&pem:h privacy and attenuation of noise from above-ceiling
noise sources, were examined_
Speech Privacy
The dotted lines in Figure 4 indicate the room to
room sound transmission loss required to achieve an
adequate degree of weoch privacy betWl!en rooms
with background noise levels of N,R, 30, 35 and 40,
It can be seen from the diagram, that the room to
room sound transmission loss performance of th~
ceiling is in excess m the attenuation required to
achieve adequate speech privacy in rooms with background noise levels of N_R. 30 and, as such, istherefore g<lnerally suitable for use in consulting rooms
and e)(ecutive office,.

To maintain the sound transmission loss, all fittings
Were to be surface mounted_
FIELD TEST

1,

LABORATORY TESTS
The test ceiling was constructed in accordance with
the design details (see Figure 1). The perimeter of the test
ceiling was fully sealed with a non-;setting caulking compound, and fittings that were to be installed in thaceiling,
i.e" lights, a speaker box and fire sprinkler outlets, 'Mlre
surface mounted,
The laborato~rY tests were carried out at the CSR
BUllding Marerials Research Laboratories, N.S_W. The test
procedure for the room-to-room attenuation was in general
accordance with A,M.A,-I-II, March 1959, "Ceiling Sound
Transmission Telt by Two-Room Method." This test
represents two adjacent room. separated by a wall panition
which does not extend, or only extends slightly into the
ceiling plenum_ The procedure is to measure the sound
energy generated in one room that reaches the other room
through the ceiling and COmmon planum spare alone, Results of the measurements are shown in Figure 1_ The results
at 630 Hz and above indicate thosa frequencies at which
the ceiling's sound transmission loss was comparable to the
sound transmission loss of the wall dividing the laboratory
teS1 rooms, and can therefore be considered as minima. The
ceiling achieved a room-to-room S.T,C, of 48, The results
are shown in Figure 2.
The single ceiHng sound insertion loss teS1 was carried
out by mounting a loudspeaker in the plenum spaca above
the ceiling before the ceiling itself was installed. Thasound
pressure levels were then measured in the room below, with
and without the ceillng in place. The difference between
the two levels, the sound insertion loss, was then determined. The rerults are shown in Figure 3.

The modified ceiling system achieved its main objectivesof:
Significantly reducing the number of walls which
require to be extended the full height of the aboveceiling space for acoustic purposes;
Allowing more freedom in the location of above
ceiling noise sources;

DISCUSSION OF RESUl.TS

The ceiling exceeded the design value of not less than
STC40 by 8 units. This is thought to be partly due to the
use of the mastic seai around lts perimeter in the laboratory
To further assess the acoustic performance of the
ceiling, two of the major acoustic requirements in hospitals,

Above-eeiling Noise Sources
typical examples of above ceiling noise sources,
two air conditioning variable volume boxes were
considered in relation to the ceiling's sound insertlon
loss. Noise fromthe,e bo)[es generally results In levels
well in excess of the acc>!ptable levels in oc<:upied
spaces, according to A.S, 2107 - 1977 "Ambient
Sound Level, for Areas of Occupancy Within Buildings", Hence, the boxes often require encasing. This
creates problem, in extremely tight ceiling spaces,
makes access for maintenance more difficult and
5ubstantially increase. costs. Figures 5 and 6 indicate
the resultant sound pressure levels in atypical hospital
room with a variable volume 00)[ located above the
ceiling. (A "typical room" is defined as a two-bed
ward with a volume of 70 m', reflective wall surfaces
with an N,R,C_ of 0_02, a medium density carpet and
an absorbent metal-pan cei!ingJ It can be seen from
the figures that the resultant noise le",,1 in a room
with a 640litrespersecond terminal box in the ceiling
space is N.R_ 40, or to N.R. 36, if the box is lined
with O.B mm thick lead sheet. This makes it possible
for these boxes to be located above wards and offices,
if necessary. Noise from the larger boxes, such as
those handling 940 litres per second, is reduced to
N_R, 47, or N.R. 43 if these boxes are lined with
0.8 mm lead sheet. While obviously more care has to
be taken in positioning these larger boxes, itwlll be
generally acceptable for them to be located above
service areas·, general oHices, and the like.
Po!;

A prototype ceiling was constructed and tield tested
for sound insertion lo.s, The results obtained were encouraging and it was therefore, decided to have laboratory tests
carried out for both room-to-t"oom sound attenuation and
single-ceiling sound insertion loss.

Being fully accessible;
4,

Allowing for easy cleaning; and
Providing an acoustically absorbent surface, I.e.
having a Nnise Reduction Co..",fficient of approxi·
matelyO.65,
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A METHOD FOR EVALUATING COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO NOISE FROM
MILITARY FIRING RANGES& OTHER DETONATION SOURCES

N.A_L. Report No. 67, Februarv 1977

CNR

~

[(lEPNL[ I 1010g,oO,] It I [EPNL,

1+1 ... 1+1 [EPNL n +

10 log'00nl

i([EPNL, p + 10 10g,oO,pl

.. 1+1

[EPNLnp

1+1

-

The Composite Noise Rating

,+1

[EPNL,p + 10 10{!100,pl

+ 10 logmOnpl) -2J .

Put in word<, the <ucce<,ive <tep< in
CNR are as follows:

Tilis report describ", the method uscd,Jsimplc modi
fication of one version of the Composite Noise Rating
(CNRI.

+ 10109100,]

12} 1+1

.(1)

th~ c~lculation

of

Modification of CNR for Weapon NOise

Thus Kryter estimated that a sonic bOrlm of about
19 psiwilibe subjectively equal,afteradoptationre,ullin"
from several years of exposure to sonic booms. tosulJsonlc
"i'craft noise of 110 PNdB (all meaSurement; made out
daors) implying, for one sonic boom a d"~, " CN R of 98
(CNR = 110 " 10 log 1 ·12). Since a CNR Iwm 100 to 110
,upresents a level at which vigorous legal dno othor com
:nullity reaction take place, the situation (mlC sonic boom
per day at 1.9 psf) was regarded as mm~lnJI
'adapted'communities.

1.7 psf- 132dB (linear, peak) -119PNdBforcom.nullities 'noli adapted' to impulse noise,
(linear, peak) 113PNdBforcom
'moderoTely adapted' to impulse

1.9 psi - 134 dB (Iinedr, peak) - 110 PNdB for com·
In the ,imple>! form In which a metric 01 the PNdB
type i, u,ed, the formula for CNR is;is follow,:
~

PNdB + 10 log N - 12 .

mutlitie,'addpted'loimrulsenoise.

. .. (2)

where CNR =
PNdB =

(Y· 13) for 'non adapted'communitic,
(Y-19)for'moderatelyadapted'conlTlInilic,
(Y-24)for'adapted'communiti.,
where Y fS the dB (linear, peak) value of the
noise. Thus, to this point, the equation fOI CNR
CNR = (Y -13)

+ 10 log N ·12..

r", 'non adapted' communities exposed

13)
below)

to impulse noise between the houIS of 7am to Wpm
There are. several obvioll; objections to Un,
cedure. However, we think th,,,"
tent without beginning on rctinemenh
rather futile at this stage ot our
method, in view of the seriou,
to
prediction of community response
ledge of e.g., topographical, moteorological
brood re
1962) and sociological variable,) ~vldcnt in
lationships between CNR and cLlmmunity lespome derived
by Kryter and adapted in Figures 1 and 2

for 'non adaptod' communities el!:posecl lu noi'" from a
'ingle firing range,tnefiring taking place wi Lilin Ihe h(lu"
7amto10pm,
Given the equation above, the CNR tor ~ lo~"tion
exposed to N events each of YdB (lin""r, peak), etc.. rdn
be calculated. The ext~nt to which an excessive CNf1 v"lue
can be lowered by reducing N, T, et~.,
,turlied
However for planning purposes it may bp. desirp.d to SUPBt
Impose criterion CNR contours on a map of the
"round the firing ranges. Locations oubdp. tc.ese contour>
~ould then be regarded as suitable for residEntial me, those
insTde the contours as unsuitable for such u,"

Y ~ 111.75·44.210g d •

..(6)

forgrcnaderangel,
Y"'88.0B-26.1410gd .

171

for range' using machine guns, and
Y~82.34-33.6110gd

.

18}

for ranges where rifles are fired singly or in smallgloups
d is the radius in thousand. of yards of " ci,~uIRr CNR
contour corresponding to the assumed CNR value. Use of
these equatiol1sineitll~rcircumstancei,,,otrp."omm"nded
Note'

(Y·13)+10IogN+10IogT-12

.. (4)

for 'non adapted cnmmunities.
Military ranges al,o frequently require that volleys
of Single shot' or $imultaneous bursts from up to eight
machine gUI1$ are fired. To account for this variation and
in line with published data on the effect of repetition rate
on the loudness of impulses 'N8 olso "dJed one mher ter'"
to the CNR equation. This is 10 lo~ R, where 1-1 is the
S
number of rounds fired in each noise 'e,"ent'
case of single shots fromeighr SLRs, or 64
B M60 machine guns each 'Iring an eight "'~Ild burst
The fin,al equation we

su~gest

fn,. CN R "

CNR - (Y -13)+ lOlo.!! N + 10 log T+ 10 Ing F1

12)
.(,,1

{3) Maximum PNdB {PNdB Max) - the highest
PNdB level reached during an overfligbt
Peak PNdB was used to derive tbe eqo.;ivuiE'ril noi$l
ness of impulse noises and subsonic aifcral! overfli'jhts,
whereas EPNdB was .the basis for the computanon of t'w
CNRs in Fi9ura 1 (Kryter, 1970). In the Hb,e,,~" of EPNdFl
measureS for e.g., the Edwards Air Base flyowr>, it C"nn()(
be stated with confidence the amOUI"lt of "rlor in the CNR<
that this discrepancy mi!llt lead to, However ,ince ~PNdB
integrates a number of PNdBs, it might not be very differ

ent from the Maximllm PNdB. This in tllrn is gener~lIy orlly
1·3 PNdB IH5S than the Peak PNdB !Kryter, 1970) .0 we
are looking at.an o\/\!restimate of about that amount in
llsing the present modified CNR for impulse noise, a small
error in relation to the eHect of e_g., meteorological and
socioeconomic conditons in reat life situations !Cook et at,
1962).

mation to add to or improve our procedure in this area of
work.
We would be happy to make these reports available
to any member of the Acoustical Society who may be
interested.
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FASCINATING RHYTHM

Curiously enough, he said, he did not find it on records
by the Beatles, Bob Dylan, or Elvis Presley.

The music1hat Dr. John Diamond hears most is rock,
punk, heavy metal, acid - all the power chord stuff. But he
is no fan. "It's organized noise," he s~id. "~nd it's d~n9'
erous."

"The beat is probably subjecting i.tS to the most
serious form of pollution of all," Diamond said, "I think it
is more destructive than DDT."

A lot of parents haw been telling thei( kids th~t for
years, but what makes Diamond different is that he has
spent years studying popular music and developing his
theory.

He is convinced that the rock beat that pul.ate.
through much of the Top 100 tiiti is as addictive as drugs
-and as dangerous.
"It fragments our brain waves and weakens our
. muscles," Diamond argues. "It undermines O\.Ir health.
incroases our aggreSSion. and poisons our environment."
It isn't the volume that worries him. It's the beat.
The offending rhythm, Diamond said, is two short beats
followed by one long beat, and he says that live of the
cOlintry's top 10 relling'songs at ally given time ure this
beat. The ciassic example, he cOlltends, is the Rolling
Stones' hit of a few years ago, "I Call't Get No Satlsfac·
tion." A more recent example is Glen Campbell's best·
relling "Southem Nights."
Diamond is a 43·year·old Australian psychiatrist
and former professor of psychiatry at New York's Mt.
Sillsi Hospital. He also is the illcamill9 president of the
Illternatiollal Academy of Preventive Medicine.
He became involved in the hazards of rock music
tt"ee years ago whell 'he walldered illto a New York record
store and was staggered by the amplified boom of music.
It was so loud alld "strange," h'" said, that he developed an
instant headache and depreiSion.
"I came out feeling narvO\.ls. angry, and ~tressed,"
he said. "ft occurred to me that we should check the effect
of music on the body:'
There have been other studies of music's effects Oil
the mind and body. One study evell measured tha differ·
em:e ill the amoullt of milk given by caWI listening to tunes
~ythe Beatles or Bach.
The Journal of the American Medical Association
said in 1975that rock concerts pose health hazards because
blarillg, amplified music can damage the hearillg. But
Diamolld's studies were more off·beat. They contrast with
flndin9S reported three years ago by psychologist Claire
Wilson of Temple Uni ..... rsity, who said that her studies
showed that disturbed children were calmed by the .ounds
of rock music. (She said the Beatles worked best in calming
children who suffered emotional or behavioural problems).
Diamond argues that his study is more sweeping in
scope and more comprehensive in outlook. He started
simply enough, with ona questioll: "Why do conductors
of symphony orchestras live so long and why do so many
rock musicians die so young, and often violently?"
Diamond therl enlisted the help of mu.icisIls (and,
oddly enough, poets) to 8l1alyze the characteristics of
20,000 or so records. It took him three years to isolate the
villaill beat-two short beats, aile long.
It tumed up most often. he said, ill records of the
Doors, the Band, Jalli. Joplin, and the Rolling Stones.

What it does, he said,is heighten stress and anger,
reduce productivity, increase hyperactivity, and weaken
muscle strength.
Weaken muscle strength? Diamond said that he would
prove it, on me, with a test.
He asked me to extend one arm at shoulder height
and to hold it rigidly while he tried to push it back doWll to
my side. Normally, he said, it takes about 45 pounds of
pressure to toral do.wll a resistillg extended arm •
I extended my arm. He pressed down. Diamood
pushed my arm again, this time while he played some
music. With a waltz beat, my resistallal was as strong as it
was without any music. Nor did rhumbas or sambas weaken
myresistallce.
Then Diamond played a disco version of "What I Did
tor l<;!ve" - 31ld he easily pushed my arm down.
I was flabbergasted. I asked him to play another type
of rhythm. He did. I was able to keep my arm up despite
his pressure.
Diamond said he had tested hundreds of people, using
an electrollic strain gauge to measure' muscle strellgth.
Nine of every 10 people, he said, had registered an
almost instantaneous loss of 75 per alnt of their normal
muscle strength while listening to rock SOllgs.
So what? "The heart and blood ha ..... str~mg fir.;t·
beat rhymm. patterns." Diamond said. "The rock beat is
the opposite of the biological rhythms;, and I think that it
triggers some warnill9 message to the body that sometl1ing
isgoingwrollg."
In the music industry. understandably, record pro·
ducers and promoters think that Diamolld is Il89dling their
music out of proportion.
"That guy doasn't like rock:' an RCA official said.
"So he's decided there is something wrong with it. I don't
think anybody will take him seriously." -Chicago :Tribune,
22 February 1978.

100 YEARS OF MICROPHONES

Althooghtha invelltion of the microphone is difficult
to pill dowll exactly, it is generally taken to date from the
paper proposillg the carbon·granule illstrument that Professor David Hughes read to the Royal Society on 9 May,
1878.
This time 100 years ago inventors \Wre introducing
much of the technology that we take for granted today.
The centenaries of telephony and recorded sound have
just passed and the centenary of electric light is due very
soon. As we move towards the 1980s we move towards the
centenary of the car, the dynamo. the pneumatic tyre, the
fountain pen, the tYP"writer alld the steam turbine. In each
field there is room for dispute over who exactly was first
to make the breakthrough illvelltion.The microphone is no

excep~ion. Altho"gh microphones had- already been con·
stmcted this time 100 years ago, it was on 9 May, 1878,
that Professor, David Edward Hughes read a PlIper to the
Royal Society in London that included proposals for a
carbon granule microphone. Arguably it was this disciosure
and, demonstration that made the telephone as we know it
today a practical working po!;Sibility. Certainly the micro
phone in the hand>et of ,a modern telephone is based on the
design which grew directly out of Hughes's l00·year'Old
proposal. As with ali invention histories it i$ important to
set the"''''e and establish tf1eclimateoftechnologyatthe
time. Only then does each indMdual breakthrough stand
out in perspective.
The telegraph, a means of coding word meSSilyes into
switched, electricaf signals for transmiSsion along wires for
reception and decoding at a distarltlocation, was almost
simultaneously devised by Samuel Morse ir'l America, and
Wheatstone and Cooke in England. The first demonstrations
of telegraphy were in 1836. But the lirst equipment was
primitive and the first Morse message was not sent until
1844. By 1850 there was a submarine cable between
England and France. Inevitably attention turned to the
po"ibi!ity of tran~mitting messages in pure words, with·
out the need to code and decode. Alexander Graham Beli,
who left Edinburgh for Boston in the US, was the first to
succeed followi"g his studies of the human eardrum and
its response to flu<:tuations in air pressure, ie sound wa~es.
This study led Bell to conclude that sounds could be trans·
mitted as a continuously fluctuating current, rather than
the rigid onloff pulses of a telegraph. Bell patented his
speaking,telegraph in 1876, but the transmitter and re·
caiver, that is to $ay the microphone and earpiece, were
primitive eleC1romagnetic devices that produced only ~ery
low levels of sound. It is important to remember thet ali
this was many years before the invention of the thermionic
valve and the amplifier. There was no reliable means avail
able of boosting low.fevel sound; in volume. Without .ueh
a system of boost the telephone could only remain an
intriguing toy.

In~ento .. soon turned their attention tothe possibility
of a telephone transmitter that madulatfJd a supply of
power from a battery, rather thangenerilted electricity by
converting sound wave. direct into,inevitably tiny elec
trical currents. All manner of modulation ideas were tried.
Bell himself experimented with a liquid transmitter, the
vibrations of sound in air being llSed to move a diaphragm
and with it a small quantity of acidic water. The water was
in eircuit with a battery. Acoustic vibration altered the area
(if liquid contact and with it the resistance of the circuit.
Thomas Alva Edison. in 1877, patented a telephone
transmitter in which the sound waves vibrated a diaphragm
which modulated the extent of contact and with it, he
hoped, also the resistance between contacts co~ered with a
sem;.condu<:tlve material. As a suitable material plumbago
(graphite) was suggested. The patent wa. the .ubject of
- much legal wrangling; in the UK it was printed and re
printed no less than four times over a five·year period. In
his laboratory Edison found most success with a "bunon"
ofconipresseci lamp·blackwhich varied in resistance under
pressure. Although an advance on Bell's microphones, the
Edison solid-carbon button was by n.o means perfect. It
was, for example, fairly insensitive.
In June 1877 Emile Berliner (later to be hailed as
inventor' of the disc gramophone) filed anappiicationfora

pawnt on hiS ideas for a microphOlle. Again the aim was
to modulate a steady DC current by arranging for the
sound wave, to vary me pressure between contacts and
so modulate their electric,,1 resistance and "vaIVll" a cur·
rent fl.owing through the circuit. 8erlinerfirst used metal·
lic contacts but then moved onlo carbon. Initially, at least,
the behavi6ur of the contacts was extremely erratic and
sensitivity was poor. Meanwhile in London, on 8 May, 1878.
the Royal Society received a paper by Professor David
Hughes "On the action of sonorous vibrations in varying
the force of an eleC1riccurrent".
Hughes was bor.n in London in 1831 (he died in the
same city in 1900) but his family emigrated to the US, when
he was seven years old and in 1850 he becama professor of
music at St Joseph's College, Bardstown, Kentucky. His
successful work with a type-printing telegraph won him
fame in Europe and in the 1870s Hughes turned his atten·
tior'l to telephony. Looking for an improved microphone lie
deliberately worked only with very ,simple components. He
connected a telephone earpiece in series with a battery· of
simple cop"';r cells and tested a variety of'diHerenttrllns,
mitten or "microphones". He was incidentally the first
worker to revive, ani::! emphasise, this word which had
originally been med by Wheatstone in a different c.ontext.
For one microphone experiment Hughesusedasound
ing board with French nails laid side by side and separated
from each other by a small space. with similar nails lightly
held in the gaps. Vibration of the nails varied the gap
contact area and preSSlire which, according to Hughes,
modulated the DC and produced sound in the earpiece.
By using as many as 20 nails at a time, and coating the
contacts with a mixture of zinc and tin'powder,theinventor, in his own words, "reached a perfection leaving nothing,
to be desired".
But Hughes, it seems, waS a man prepared to tamper
with perfe<:tion. He went on to describe a similar arrange·
ment which relied on artists' willow charcoal as the contact
members_ O~e adval'\tage of charcoal, as h~ pointed out,
is that it does not oxidise. Hug,as dem,;mstrated to the
Royal Society audience a transmitter f.ormed from a' gla.5:S
tub!! two inches long, a quarter of an inch in diameter, and
packed withseparate,loose, quarter·in"" chunksofwiliow
charcoal. Th~se served as loose co.ntacts between connect
ing terminals at e.~h end. and the tub!! was mounted on
a resonant board. It proved to be a remarkably effi~ient
transducer of sound into electricity when connected in
,series with a battery. Hughes expounded his theory on h.oW
his loose contact carbon microphone worked. It was that
by using a number of separate pieces of carbon, each in
loose contact with the next and th'lis eleo;:trically in·series,
there is an overall variation in electrical resistance whe~
sound waves cause' the carbon to vibrate· and me number
of points of surface corlla<:t to vary. Essentially the hI'
pothesis stili holds good today. As a considered decision
Hughes did not patl!nt hi! carbon microphone and the basic
loose contact idea waS developed and improved over the
subsequent years
Although carbon microphone; were used for both
recording and broadcasting it was inevitable that for such
applications they would eventually be replaced by moving
coil, condenser ,and other more modern types of highm
fidelity. (Although the moving coil microph.onewas patented
by Professor Oliver Lodge of Liverpool in 1 B9B its low out·

-put meant widespread adoption had to wait tor the advent
of electronic amplifiC<jtion.) Replacement of the carbon
microphone in studios was inevitable because it suffers
from various inherent disadvantagell. Fidelity is relatively
low and the carbon granules tend to pack together if
supplied with too high a voltage. Asimilar effect can occur
naturally over a long period of time, the microphone
gradually becoming less sensitive and more noisy. The particles can be unpacked by tapping. Hence the need even
today occasionally to tap the head>et of a telepholle. For
although modern telephone systems of course incorporate
amplifiers they still employ the old carbon·microphone
principle. C!rbon microphones are used because there is
still no more efficient way of simultaneou.ly tran;ducing
sound into electricity and amplifying the signals produced.
The granules of a modern carbon microphone are
formed from selectad anthracite coal, treated by Crushing,
sieving, washing and heating. Large coarse granules are used
where a large electrical output is required; finer grad!!5 give
a lower output but higher fidelity of reproduction. Failure
to sieve out the wry finest grains, however, causes ttle
background noise known as "frymg". Some of the carbon
mikes used by the BBC in the 1920. are capable of sur·
prising quality when used with modern ancillary equipment. Morganite supplies the anthracite granules used for
modem British Post Office telephone microphones. These
represent arguably the best possible compromise between
noise, fidelity and efficiency, delivering an output which
is, on average, about 50 milliamp$.
Clearly to replace the carbon microphones ofa modern
,telephone system with moving-coil equivalents would reo
quire the introduction of much more powerful amplifiers
to boost the moving-coil. outpuU up to a level equivalem:
to that available fromtha variable resiHance carbon insert.
Moreover,although the fidelity of telephone reproduction
would improve if moving-coil inserts were used, there is no
need for high·fidelity reproduction on a telephooe. The
phone is designed and intended for one purpose only _ to
convey speech with the maximum of clarity and intelligibility. To replace the traditional carbon in,ert with a
high·fidelity equivalent would probably cause far more
complaints than congratulations. The additiofl of bass frequencies not currently heard over the telephone would
reduce intelligibility. An attempt to transmit the high
frequencies available from a moving coil or condenser
tranoducer would offer little extra clarity Or intelliglbity
but would open the door to all manner of unwanted back·
ground noise.
On a purely psychological basis we are now accus·
tomed to the telephone s,ounding as it does. So any attempt
at upgrading performance by retiring the carbon micro·
phone, and its characteristic sound, in favour of a more
modem equivalent would almost certainly produce a
dramatically hostile reaction. Like the internal combustion
engine, the carbon microphone may not be perfect but it
does the job it was intended for better than anything elseeven though it is 100 years old.
Reprinted from New Scientist
11 May 1978

AIRCONDITIONERS AND THEIR NEIGHBOURS
As the summer weather sets in, and fortunate people
retreat to comfort·cooled living rooms, many aircondi·
tioner owners and their neighbours are becoming aware
that a carelessly sited appliance can become a noise nui·
According to Dr. Don Gibson, if you mount a current
model room airconditioner on the side of your house,
close to the neighbouring house, it is more than likely that
its noise will offend your neighbours at night.
Regulations in all states lay down maximum sound
levels allowable at the boundary of a property. These
levt'ls 1IlIry according to location and time of day. But at
present, the consumer has no way of forecasting whether
a particular airconditionerwill upset his neightbours,with
it>; exterior noise, or even his own household, with iU interior noise.
No guidelines are available, because the noise problem
depends not only on the appliance itself, but also on local
conditions. Shape and location of surrounding walls,
placement of fences, proximity of neighbouring buildings,
and the presence of other noise sourees (traffic, factories)
help determine wI1ether exterior noise will cause problems.
Room size and furnishings will affect interior noise.
During the last deeade. 'the Division has used its ex·
periehce in comfort cooling and noise control to study the
problem of noisy airconditioners. Oivision scientists have
been able to reduce interior noise substantially in some
commercial models by modifieatlons to the aerodynamic
design. They have also designed a simple baffle that abo
sorbs and redirects exterior noise that cannot be elimiHowever, to make conventional refrigerated airoondi·
tioners quiet enough to meet all noise limits in all sitl.!·
ations would be prohibitively expensive. Therefore, the.
Division is studying alternative airconditioner designs.
Reducing Fan NoiS9
Mr. Don Pescod began studying the noise problem in
1968 with a project sponsored by an airconditioner manufacturer. His brief was to reduce the aircondltioner's
interior noise without significantly increasing the cost to
the consumer.
The most obvious noise sour,ees were the two fans.
By changing the design of the fans and surroundillgs, he not
only reduced the noise but also improved the performance.
Production costs were kept down because parts were de·
signed to fit all models.
Attacking Compressor Noise
The improved airconditoner was a commercial suc·
cess, and other companies subsequently developed their
own quieter models. Pescod says., "But me quieter we
made the fans, the more obvious the noise of the com
pressor became. We've now gone about as far as we can to
reduce noise, using the conventional airconditioner design
and working within the cost constraints. Now we 'really
need to attack the compressor and look at other possible
arrangements and dasigns." Pescod has now begun experi·

mental work to see whether a completely newairconditioner
with a low sound emission could be developed.
Sound·absorbing Barrier
Working on a more immediate problem. Mr. Ian
Shepherd recently studied noise sources in a bank of airconditioners that were installed near a boundary fence
and were drawing strong COmplaint from a neighll9ur. By
making minor adjustments to the fan position, and by
blocking part of a louvred opening. he obtained a more
uniform flow past the condenSEr fan with little reduction of
airflow. These modifications eliminated an annoying tone

and reduced the noise level of the alrconditioner by about
4 decibels.
Remaining noise was caused by turbulent airflow
through the fan and condenser coil. There is no simple
'way of eliminating this noise. inst"od. Shepherd designed
a simple clip--.on barrier to absorb some of the noise, or
divert it sideways and upwords from the unit. The barrier
preferentially shields the neighbour opposite.
At preSEnt, this baffle is not manufactured commer·
cially, but it could be made simply and sold as a clip·on
unit for existing airconditioners.

Reprinted from CSIRO" Eng Events'~

ACI Fibreglass has long been concerned
with the problems of noise control.
In fact, we have developed a number of
products to help block noise on all sides. On
walls, floors and ceilings.
A couple of examples:
Noise Stop Board. A high density
acoustic underlay. DeSigned for use in floors,
walls and partitions to reduce noise trans~
mission between outside and inside areas.
Acoustic ceiling panels. A very attractive,
decorative noise reduction system. Although
designed to absorb noise, they also provide
additional thermal insulation.
As you can see from just these two
products ACI Fibreglass has got all sides of
the noise reduction problem covered. Your
state ACI Fibreglass office would be most
pleased to give you more information.
Simply write or call.

rlllJl fibreglass I

Instrument for Sound.
Vibration and Data Analysis
-where ever confidence counts

ask for your copy of the new 1979 catalogue

NEW PRODUCTS
Ul. TRASONIC FLAW DETECTORS
The new port~b le Mark IV Ultra50nic Flaw Detector
has been designed and manufactured to rigid mil itary speci·
fic.tion' to withstand th~ rigors of fi eld handlingwhereycr
ultra50nic flaw detection and thickness measurements arc
required . Applications vary from the inspection of high
temperatu reste.1 pressure vessel, to the location of minute
surface cracks in helicopter rotor blodes
The Mark IV, a new dC!Sign from Sonic, can match the
performance of laboratory instruments in detecting defecl$
such as cracks, poros ity and foreign inclusions in materials
such a, bar and plate, tubing, castings, forgings and eX\ru
,i0115, and in welded assemb lies. It is also caP<lbl e 01 thick
ness gagiog to locate flawsordeterminetheph~icalthick
oessol test objects. The un it maintains a readahlere,olution
of within 0.005 inche, over a 1.0 inch range.
Easy, re liab le field usa~ was hpt uppermost in mind
throughout th e design of the unit. It ispackagetJ in strong,
lightweight,dripanddust-proofenclosutes.Built·inbatterie,
provide sufficient power for 10 hours of continuous oper
ation. The CRT displays on the Mark IV measure 5.5 inches
and 3 inches. An operating temperature range of ·2{)OF
to+I600F permits the unit to be usedintougheovironment
and rugged field conditions.·
For further information, pleas~ contact John Morris
PlY. Ltd .. Sydney 407 0206; J . M. Scientific Pty. Ltd.,
Melbourne 873 2711; J. M. Scientific Pty. ltd., Brisbane
52 4072; J ohn Morris Pl.y. Ltd., Adelaide 42 5B09

BUMP RECORDER
m~nt

A completely self-contained ful ly electronic instru ·
that records the leVEl and time of occurrence of
Bruel8< Kjaer.

m~chanical'hocksi.announcedby

The primary app licatio n of type 2503 is monitoring
9000s items during transport where tough handling
methods often expose them to higher shock levels than
they are designed to· withstand. Shocks occurring. in any
direction are picked up by a triaxial transduce r and if they
~xc!!<ld a cho.en trigger level. their maximum velocity and
acceleration, togeti1er with the lime of occurrence, is
printed on a 6 mm wide pape r strip.
With an optional high sensitivity pickup t he recorder
i, ideal for monitoring ground vibrations due to heavy
tra lfic, explosive detonations, pile drivin~, ctc.
Further delail, are available from Bruel 8< Kjaer
Austtalia Pty. Ltd. Telephone., Sydney - 736 1755,
Melbourne - 37 8169. Adelaide - 31 0271,
2951658.
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BOOK REVIEWS
TRANSPORT AND THE ENVIRONMENT
By David C. Hothersall and Richard J. Salter, Published by
Crosby Lockwood Staples, Londor., 1977, 287 pp., ill.,
index.Price: $49.50
This is II useful book which puts the noise problem
of transportation in perspective al1d reviews the current
data on transportation noise, methods of asses.ment, and,
to a mora limited extent, methods of qvercoming transportation noise problems
The first chapter, on Impact Ass!I!lSment for Transportation Proposals, rets the scene, indicating the factors
involwd (eg. aesthetics. culture, ecologv). The Leopold
matrix method of en~ironmental a!lSes~ment is outlined and
public opinion surveysdi!ICussed. Visual illtrl1$ion and noise

impact are then dealt with in more detail.
Most of the book is devoted to road traffic noise.
There are three chapters on this aspect; Highway Traffic
Noise, Prediction of Highway Noise, and Road Traffic
Noise Control. The impression one is left with is that there,
is no theoretical method or basis for the prediction of road
traffic noise, only a mass of empirical data. This is not so
and it is a pity the authors did not try to cover the theory
(some attempt at covering tlle theory has been made in tlle
c""e of train noise!. The empirical data presented,forroad
traffic noise, is mainly from Britain and North America.
Uttle indication is given of the limitations and accuracy
of the empirical predictions.,
The other three chapters in the book are on Aircraft
Noi!le, Train Noise, and Atmospheric Pollution; the latter
being a very superficial coverage and out of place ina book
that is dealillg with noise. There are also three appendices
on Fundamental Acoustics, the Human Response to Noise,
iII1d Insulation Against Noise. Overall the book is good and
a welcome review of the state of the art of traffic noise
prediction and control.

The emph<l$is on certain topics seems out of proportio'l to others, ego 78 pages are devoted to aircraft a'ld
airport 'loiS!! while there are o'lly 15 pages on road traffic
noise, two on rail traffic and four on household appliance
noise. Though the content of a book should largely be the
prerogative of the author, in egeneral text 0'1 noise control,
such as this, the emphasis given to various noiS\! sources
should reflect the importance to the community of those
In the fly-leaf it is suggested that the book will be
eql1ally useful to architects, builders, designers, planners,
engineers and environmentalists. (It is doubtful if iny text
book could be of equal value to such a diverse group of
practitioners,) The book may elsa be of uS\! to lawyers in
noise control c,,"es brought to court.
Like the previous edition ~he book is a very readable
one. It is unfonunate though that the references have not
been updated and thatthe'indelCandbibliographyhawnot
been made more comprehensive.
FERGUS FRICKE

VIBRATJONS

IN

ROTATING

MACHINERY

Mechanical Engineering Publications Ltd, P.O. Box 24,
Northgate Avenue, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 6BW,
1977. 339 pp. $US74.
This is a collection of 43 papersreadata Conference
held at the U'liversity of Cambridge on September 15-17,
1976; sponsored by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
and co-sponsored by the Japan Society of Mechanical
Engineers and the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure. The papers
are authoritative and wide ill .cope a'ld will be valuable
readillgfor all cO'lcemedwith the design construction and
operatio'lof rotatingmacilinery.
Reprinted from Ellgi'l8ers Australia

ACOUSTIC DESIGN AND NOISE CONTROL,
VOL, 2, NOISE CONTROL
Michael Rettinger, Chemical Publishing Company, New
York 1977. 393 pp., ill., i'ldex, bibliography. Price:
US$22.50.
This i. a'l updated version of the 'Noise CO'ltrol'
section of the 1973 edition of 'Acoustic Design and Noise
Control' by the same author. Like the 1973 edition it has
an informal style, though not to the same extent a. Volume
1 on 'Acoustic Design'.
The book consists of three sections, the Physics of
Sound, Noise, a'ld Noise Reduction, The main changes
from the previous edition afe in the second and third
sections, In the second section a subsection has beenaddad
on 'E'lvironr1llmtal Impact Statements', In the third sectio'l
a subsection has been added on 'Procedure for Oetermi'ling
the Noise·Control Requirements in Airconditioning
Systems for Buildings'.

INFRASOUND AND LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION
Edited by W, Tempest. Academic Press, NY, Available
through Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Ce'ltrecourt, 25·27
Paul Street, North Ryde, NSW 2113. 1976. 364pp,
A very thorough and well referenced text, thi.work
deals in a comprehensive manner with a diffirult and well
writ\l!n.-up sublect. The real difficulty of developing a
suitable me<l~urements techllo!ogy is well covered, a'ld the
empha$is 9ive'l to human a$peC"ts, the review of subjective
a$pects, physiology and pathologv, science and technology
all add uptoatrulymultidi;ciplinaryapproach,ltiso'leof
tile few occasions when a difficult book is both informative
and enjoyable,
Reprinted from Engineers Australia

FACT:
Vibration is inherent in rotating machinery.
Turbines, pumps, machine tools, etc. all
vibrate to some degree. The purpose of an
effective vibration analysis program is to
monitor this vibration and note when it
increases above acceptable levels.
Vibration Signature Analyzer Model 2520

The radIcal change of the vibration .
cha racteristiCS of a machine indicates impending
failure . Being able to recogn ize this change, Ilia
vibration analysis, has several advantages:
1. Timely shutdown of faulty equipment
minimizes damage
2 Where vibration levels are excessive but not
c rit ical, maintenance can be sCheduled
3 Parts and materials can be consolidated in
advance.

4

Serviceable components do not need to be
disassembled and inspected

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
Torsional Vibration Conditioner
Model 2509

The Vibration Signature Analyzer provides rapid,
direct reading recordings of rotary machine
condition. The Mooel 2520 is the simples\. most
effective vibrational analysis 1001in the field today
Using the Model 2520, anyone-the machine
operator, his supervisor, the plant
superintendent, or the vice president of
manufacturing-can determine at a glance if th e
machine is in operat ing condition or needS to be
shut down for inspection or repair
A Permanent Record 01 Machine Perform ance
The velocity frequency graph generated by the
Model 2520 is recorded on 4 inch by 6 inch cards
which form a permanent maintenance record.
With periodic lesting, machine performance can
be monitored over a long period, thereby making it
possible to detect problems as they develop and
before they become serious. Recorder cards are
available in both English and metric scales.
The hard copy reco rd of machine cond itio ns
produ ced by th e Model 2520 provides an ideal
record of machine operating cha ra cter istics at a
time of production, acceptance, or installation.
The portability, low cost , and ease of operati on of
Model 2520 makes it a simple matter to generate
Ihis base line check on the machine's condition,
even aller installation in a customer'S facility
The Scientific-Atlanta Model 2509, Torsional
Vibration Conditioner is an accessory unit to be
used directly with the Scientific-Atlanta Model
2520 Vibration Signature Ana lyzer. Used in
conjunction with a ferrous gear and magnetic
sensor, the 2509 will convert and co ndition th e
rate inform ation to an applicable form for dynamic
angular displacement recording durin g th e
recording cycle. The conditioner inco rporates a
selector for operation with 60, tOO, 120 or 200
tooth gears .

• ADELA IDE 356-7333 ' BRISBANE 52·7255 . HOBART 23- 1841
. MELBOURNE 699-4999 . PERTH 277_7000 ' SYDNEY 648-1711
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